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	A leading neuroscientist and pioneer in the study of mindfulness explains why addictions are so tenacious and how we can learn to conquer them

	

	We are all vulnerable to addiction. Whether it’s a compulsion to constantly check social media, binge eating, smoking, excessive drinking, or any other behaviors, we may find ourselves uncontrollably repeating. Why are bad habits so hard to overcome? Is there a key to conquering the cravings we know are unhealthy for us?

	 

	This book provides groundbreaking answers to the most important questions about addiction. Dr. Judson Brewer, a psychiatrist and neuroscientist who has studied the science of addictions for twenty years, reveals how we can tap into the very processes that encourage addictive behaviors in order to step out of them. He describes the mechanisms of habit and addiction formation, then explains how the practice of mindfulness can interrupt these habits. Weaving together patient stories, his own experience with mindfulness practice, and current scientific findings from his own lab and others, Dr. Brewer offers a path for moving beyond our cravings, reducing stress, and ultimately living a fuller life.  
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Ambient Intelligence - Software and Applications: 4th International Symposium on Ambient Intelligence (ISAmI 2013 (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2013

	Ambient Intelligence (AmI) is a recent paradigm emerging from Artificial Intelligence (AI), where computers are used as proactive tools assisting people with their day-to-day activities, making everyone’s life more comfortable.


	Another main concern of AmI originates from the human computer interaction domain and focuses on...
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Telecommunication Switching and NetworksNew Age Publications, 2008
This text, ‘Telecommunication Switching and Networks’ is intended to serve as a onesemester text for undergraduate course of Information Technology, Electronics and Communication Engineering, and Telecommunication Engineering. This book provides in depth knowledge on telecommunication switching and good background for advanced...
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Pathological Pain: From Molecular to Clinical Aspects (Novartis Foundation Symposia)John Wiley & Sons, 2004

	This book brings together contributions from key investigators in the area of pathological pain.  It covers the molecular basis of receptors and channels involved in nociception, the possible messages that cause neuropathic plasticity, spinal plasticity in neuropathy, plastic changes in opioid systems in neuropathy and opioid tolerance,...
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Sams Teach Yourself WordPress 3 in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself -- Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2010

	Blogging has been booming for years, and it shows no sign of slowing down. It is an easy and organized way to deliver news, tutorials, and podcasts;it’s even an easy way to share personal thoughts and stories. It was the social network before other social networks existed. Like blogging, WordPress has grown over the years to a mature...
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Architecting Secure Software SystemsAuerbach Publications, 2008
Through the use of examples, this volume defines a myriad of security vulnerabilities and their resultant threats. It details how to do a security requirement analysis and outlines the security development lifecycle. The authors examine security architectures and threat countermeasures for UNIX, .NET, Java, mobile, and Web environments, and they...
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The Tourniquet Manual - Principles and PracticeSpringer, 2003


	Why write a book on the tourniquet? The tourniquet is used routinely in operating

	theatres throughout the world, but as far as I know there is no single book

	that surveys the considerable literature that has accumulated. If used sensibly,

	the tourniquet is a safe instrument. Most of the few complications seen with its

	use are...
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